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The show was far advanced. Bound and seated in front
of the bad cowboy on a bronco, the heroine was crossing
what Michael shrewdly suspected to be the film company's
pet paddock. Every ten seconds she gave way to John
T. Bronson, Manager of the Tucsonvillc Copper Mine,
devouring the road in his 60 h.p. P icknrd, to cut her
off before she reached the Pima ru er. Michael contem-
plated his fellow gazers. Lapping it up ! Strong stable
government—not much I This was their anodyne and
they could not have enough of it. He saw the bronco
fall, dropped by a shot from John T. Bronson, and the
screen disclose the words : ce Hairy Pete grows desperate.
... * You shall not have her, Bronson.' " Quite ! He
was throwing her into the river instead, to the words :
" John T. Bronson dives." There he goes ! He has her
by her flowing hair! But Hairy Pete is kneeling on
the bank. The bullets chip the water. Through the
heroine's fair perforated shoulder the landscape is almost
visible. What is that sound ? Yes ! John T. Bronson
is setting his teeth! He lands, he drags her out.
From his cap he takes his automatic. Still dry—thank
God!
" Look to yourself, Hairy Pete ! " A puff of smoke.
Pete squirms and bites the sand—he seems almost to
absorb the desert. " Hairy Pete gets it for keeps ! " Slow
music, slower ! John T. Bronson raises the reviving form.
Upon the bank of the Pima river they stand embraced,
and the sun sets. " At last, my dinky love ! "
\ ' Pom, pom ! that's the stuff !' thought Michael, return-
ing to the light of night:' Back to the Land ! " Plough the
fields and scatter "—when they can get this ? Not much ! '
And he turned West again, taking a seat on the top of a
'bus beside a man with grease-stains on his clothes. They
gravelled in silence till Michael said ;

